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SN@P 4 Learners:
Getting the most
from your account
About SN@P Assessment and
Education
SN@P Assessment & Education is an online
certification and training provider specialising
in profession tailored numeracy. We work
accross the UK in partnership with secondary
educators, higher education and apprenticeship
programmes, pre-registration healthcare
programmes and NHS service providers. We
provide numerical assessment and education to
staff and learners that is geared to the specific
requirements of the healthcare sectors via our
online platform.

Nursing

SN@P takes a dual role to support the
assessment and education requirements of
its users:
SN@P Assessment is supported and
recognised by Health Education England to
provide certification of numerical competency
through the use of standardised professionspecific questions related to the awarding
organisations.

Medicine

SN@P Education supports skill-building and
development through the use of specialised
numerical programmes.

Pharmacy
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Logging on to SN@P
Users can access SN@P by a link from your training provider’s
Moodle or Blackboard pages or logging in to the website at:

www.snap-services.org
Clicking on Login / Register allows you to register and create a
new account if this has not already been done by your education
provider or employer. If your account has already been created
you can login.
The login and registration process is very similar:
1. Type in your university, college or
employer email address
2. Type or create your memorable password
Make sure you remember or make a note of
your login details as you can only access your
account if these are accurate. Only the specific
email and password details you provide during registration will grant you access.
If you forget your password you can click ‘Forgot Password’ to have a reminder emailed to you.
You can contact our dedicated team if you have problems you are unable to resolve:
Email: info@snap-services.org

Tel: 01925 534072
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My SN@P Dashboard
Once you have logged in you have access to your personal information and skill-building
resources via the Dashboard which is organised into several colour-coded sections:

Create practice assessments
customised to your needs
Access completed formal
assessments taken as part

of your learning goals

Access to your own
contextualised education
platform
Book an online tutorial with
a subject matter expert
Monitor your progression
through accessing
diagnostic reports

Creating a Custom Practice Assessment
To create an assessment that is tailored to your learning
needs, input your criteria into the assessment simulator
and a test will be produced for you.
Question Types: Tailor the context of the scenarios to
the aspects of drug calculations you wish to develop.
Profession Bank: Select the field of nursing or
healthcare you are studying or working within.
Numeracy Bank for Pre-Entry: Core numeracy skills for healthcare can be developed to
prepare for pre-entry assessments from the bank of questions. The bank is categorised into
multiple math skills relevant to the user’s industry.
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SN@P Education
SN@P Education provides tailored and contextualised interactive learning resources to support
and develop your numerical skills required to study and work within the Health profession

Explore the SN@P education platform and take advantage of:

•
•
•
•
•

General numeracy videos: A qualified
maths teacher focusing on fractions,
percentages, ratios, etc.
Clinical numeracy videos: Clinicians
running through real-life drug
calculations and how to do them
SN@P-short eLearning: snippets of
basic numeracy training broken down
into modules
Key formulas: Revise this list
and apply to your drug calculation
assessments
E-Tutorials: Book a tutorial with a
subject expert to discuss any numerical
queries via a Skype session
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Book a Tutorial with SN@P Tutor Chat
SN@P offer group and one-to-one
tutorials for all registered users
held by subject matter experts.
The sessions allow learners and
professionals to discuss any
numerical queries and become
better prepared for assessment and
numerically confident within their
profession.
If you would like to sign up for a tutorial,
firstly check the monthly availability
by clicking on ‘Book a Tutorial’ on the
SN@P Education page. Click the ‘Book
on this session’ tab on the calendar or
email the team directly to express your
interest in attending the session.
All sessions are conducted via Skype
which is a free download and our
registered account is:
tuition@snap-services.org

SN@P User Success Stories
See the SN@P homepage review section for more of the highly positive feedback we’ve had
from students attending the tutorial sessions:

“ I really don’t think I would have been so successful
in the maths tests without you, very grateful ”
“ I PASSED!!!!! I GOT 100%... Thank you so much for all your help ”
“ I would just like to say thank you to you for your time and

support. I really valued being able to have the online tutorials
and will recommend the service. ”
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Assessing you progress with SN@P Analysis Tools
SN@P’s comprehensive analysis tools allow you to view past results and closely monitor
your learning progress and competency in every area of your health profession.
Result graphs are categorised into subject areas, allowing areas of strength and weakness to be
clearly identified, allowing you to develop and prepare effectively for exams and practice.
The grade bracket for your final assessment can also be calculated from your results with
practice tests.

